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Open Statement From The Parliament 

To All Congress Members Universally  

 

BLESSED LOVE ROYAL HOUSE, 

This is a sincere statement from the office of the parliament as approved by 

our worthy, founder leader president God and King, King Emmanuel Charles 

Edwards the Lords servant to bring clarity and understanding to our E.A.B.I.C. 

members of the black Christ kingdom, who would desire to see the E.A.B.I.C. 

Church of Salvation function to full capacity of a right, and to us who have the 

heart’s desire to move forward in the right direction fulfilling our Fathers' words 

and works constitutionally. 

Before any written constitution, we the honorable members of the congress 

abide by all principles laws and commandments as given by our Father, the Law 

Giver, the standard bearer of living divinity. We need to, and should continue in 

the same way to find back the first love of such salvation foundationally, for the 

upliftment of ourselves and our congress spiritually and temporally. We glorify all 
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obedient sons and daughters within the black Christ salvation who see themselves 

and know themselves to be the true Gods and Goddesses of the earth. And give 

thanks also for all virtuous and royal leading empress, woman of right who stand 

to redeem the world of black woman to the right of themselves, through working 

with and living to the 21 days’ purification principle and all other principles, thus 

building themselves to the true divine humbleness and integrity of a goddess in 

flesh. 

However, our father left us with an agenda which must be carried out 

through his royal cabinet and parliament, to fulfill his divine mission of Freedom 

Redemption International Repatriation with Reparations through Black 

Supremacy in Righteousness of Salvation. For in the Black Christ Kingdom; King 

Emmanuel’s Government, there’s no heir to Jah Throne. The ground work and 

the foundation have already been laid, we don't need to create anything new but 

just follow the path that our master has trod. So, if we are to move forward in the 

right direction we must move forward with the program and agenda that our 

Father left with us. 

Therefore, we must first put our house in order universally, beginning at our 

E.A.B.I.C. Head Quarters Foundation 10 miles Bull Bay St. Andrews Jamaica. The 

E.A.B.I.C. cannot function properly without the head; who is King Emmanuel, 

none before and none after; who is his royal cabinet, the upper chamber and 

backbone of his parliament; who interprets the constitution (which is the voice of 

our Father), the one and only black Christ, black dictator of human rights /human 

justice. So, there's no need for people outside of the congress to try interpret for 

us, no matter how bright they may be in the world, they don't live to our 

principles, laws and commandments and we   will not allow them to interpret for 

us what we live. 

Since our father made his move, the none adherence to the principles and 

constitution has brought the congress everywhere in disarray. “A nation without 

principle is an unruly one that would turn fruitfulness into barrenness, likewise a 

principle and righteous nation would turn barrenness to fruitfulness”. 

Righteousness exalts a nation. In moving forward, we need to get back to the 

agenda that our father have set, which includes the Africa Mission to be rectified 



and completed by continuing setting up of Head Quarters in Africa starting in 

Ghana as our feet have already been planted there. 

In moving forward, we need to recognize and respect the power and 

authority of Jah Royal Cabinet and parliament which is to say that anything and 

everything, before it becomes officially E.A.B.I.C., must be signed and seen 

through the eyes of His Majesty the black Christ who is his Royal Cabinet and 

Parliament. If things are not done this way it would be deemed illegal and 

unconstitutional, thus perpetuating and prolonging the chaos that is reaching us 

right now.  

If we are to restore and preserve what our father has set for us, then we 

must have the authority and courage to speak and act when defending Jah Truth 

and Rights. Also, the vigilance to see and to know that no folly, illegally and 

unconstitutionally does not go undetected and unremedied. Such as ones who 

form groups and organizations under the banner of the E.A.B.I.C. within or 

without the camp, which is treason. Ones who appoints ambassadors and 

priesthoods without the parliaments' consent, those who join organizations with 

politicians and bearing the congress name, also those who support miscegenation 

and reggae is illegal and unconstitutional, just to name a few. For there is a 

variety of   wrong/right that have manifested itself and it seems as if that is what 

the congress stands for, and is causing the youths to stray from the true order. All 

these things need to be rectified moving forward. 

However, not because few parliament members have passed, a few have 

turned aside and some are not present on the foundation at this moment, means 

that God Almighty Cabinet and Parliament does not exist. Such perception that is 

published by foolish people is what promotes more chaos and confusion. In Christ 

Kingdom, there are several committees, and apart from those who are assigned 

to a specific committee, everyone in themselves, man and woman is a committee, 

because everyone has the responsibility to see Christ Kingdom run right in its' true 

order. 

Now that our parliament is convened through weekly parliamental 

conferences, the number of parliament members we had was 22, along with 2 

leading empresses. However, after given their consent that they were willing and 

ready to do Gods' work, a few have decided to draw aside and create so called 



eabic groups and organizations. Yet as they hear the cry for the parliament, they 

make no mention of what they knew and declared not amongst the people our 

doings. We marvel not when we see the spirit of opposition being manifested, 

because some people have their own personal agenda, and to accommodate it, 

they will sabotage and despise divine leadership, thus causing division amongst 

us. A true case of wheat and tears growing together. 

 We the royal cabinet and parliament of His Majesty see and know and bear 

witness of the suffering and the struggles our Farther had to endure even from his 

very own. So, we will not allow his work to go in vain. What we the Cabinet and 

Parliament of king Emmanuel would love to make very clear to all loyal members 

of the E.A.B.I.C., is that there is no heir to King Emmanuel Throne. Anyone 

supporting such an idea is in opposition to Christ Government and is also saying 

that Christ is dead. King Emmanuel is the Parliament and the Parliament is King 

Emmanuel. All glory be to the THREE in One and the One in THREE. HOLY 

EMMANUEL I SELLESSIE I JAH RAS TAFARI. 

 This parliament is moving forward, steadfastly and constitutionally focus on 
our Fathers' agenda and none can stop us because we cannot be stopped. So, we 
are calling upon the faithful and loyal members to strengthen the black Christ 
agenda. Unity is strength and one hand washes the other. Knowing that this work 
is bigger than us all and it could not only be upon the shoulders of a few. So, all 
members must participate meaningfully and do with their might what their hands 
find to do. Let us watch and prayer and labor till our master come. Freedom 
Redemption International Repatriation! 

Give thanks for all legitimate ambassadors appointed by the E.A.B.I.C. who is 

also working along with us to see our fathers works put through in an upright 

manner. Knowing that the parliament empowers all ambassadors and give them 

assignments with directions to fulfill an agenda. They must also report to the 

parliament and not the parliament to them. They must also function in one 

accord and understanding with the parliament. Give thanks for the relentless 

efforts of those who work and are still working to see the cabinet and parliament 

function in its' full capacity. For it has been the long-standing desire of many of us 

to see the House of God come forward to its' rightful order. Give thanks for all 

conferences held and are still being held for the upliftment of the E.A.B.I.C. 



On this 60th Anniversary of the congress, we acknowledge now that an 

international reasoning is of crucial importance for the E.A.B.I.C. church of 

salvation to reach our goal. We are looking forward to bringing up the parliament 

to the full 33-man capacity, in our efforts to solve the many outstanding issues 

facing us and to bring stability to our congress. We will continue to have and 

support international reasoning conference seminar and will offer our 

information and recommendations from time to time as we move forward to 

secure proper and successful sessions and events. For further clarity and 

information go to (www.eabic.org) May God Almighty bless and strengthen all 

royal black sons and daughters to continue on the right path of true devine 

salvation.  We close with seven words of love God is love let us all love. 

PS. For further enquires, send Email to (info@eabic.org)   
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